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Experience unlimited...

Corporate

If we do not do what we cannot do,
there is no problem.
But if we do not do what we can do,
then there will be many problems.

Commando
Don’t Just Build Leaders...Build Commandos...
Build Value Creators!

Developing battle field executives
How are you feeling about your business?
What about people in the organization?
Do you have a focused and inspired team?
Is everyone clear about the vision, purpose and values of
individual roles and responsibilities?
Our guess is that most of you need a better executive ---a Commando... a Value Creator!

Corporate Commando is a one day

Life is mostly froth and bubble, two things stand like a rock,
Kindness in another’s trouble and Courage in our own. Values

non-residential retreat (outbound activities). It is a unique
blend of values and corporate wisdom. It is a rare
opportunity to slow down hectic work schedule and start
introspecting: to observe, reflect, and take time out
purposefully. This one day executive retreat offers a unique
opportunity to be amongst a group of executives and
unwind, discover the undercurrents influencing our choices,
and determine what is most important in our life.

such as Cheerfulness,

In this series we offer

Determination,
Unselfishness and Courage define a

Corporate Commando. This is the
commando qualities that every executive should aim to live
up to. They form the bedrock of a healthy attitude to all
aspects of life - and we capture them very succinctly, just
for you and your executives.
This initiative provides the compelling evidence that the
Commando activities works in business and it has
something to contribute.

The

Corporate Commando

program challenges the toughest of your executives
to complete tasks in conditions that assimilate as
close as possible, to front line battle scenarios and
highly volatile situations. Add into the mix that they
are tested when they are physically and mentally
drained, and sleep deprived, and they might have
some sort of idea of what it is like to truly be able
to perform under such adversity.

Corporate Commando

an action packed learning opportunity for your executives
in action.
This initiative will make you what you are, we all have much
to learn from it. It is insightful, focused on execution and
anchored in reality. This clearly lays out what organizations
need to do in order to deliver extraordinary top line growth.
This brings the vision, purpose and values of a military
commando to the business execution world.

Test the true individual behind the behaviour

Corporate

Commando
The

Corporate Commando initiative gives your

participants the knowledge to lead the organization’s efforts to
understand their impact on value creation, such as developing a
healthy organizational culture, revenue - generating efforts, impact to
your organizations economic model and thrive in a culture built as a
strategic weapon in the customer place. Each participant will be able
to Learn, Experiment and Apply simple tools and processes immediately
upon successful learning.

The

Corporate Commando is better equipped to meet

the challenges of an unstable and uncertain business world. When people
experience the commando activities they are equipped to expect and deal
with unexpected. The unexpected is what every business leader have to
deal with everyday.

Corporate Commando activities

are directly applied to improve the performance at the level of self, family,
profession, society, nation and universe.
The initiative will create a totally inspired, high - performance and
no - nonsense team poised to create success. The Initiate is open for a
select group of limited executives only.

Corporate Commando retreat is a unique blend of
commando exercises with introspective correctional action.

Your Supervisors, Team leaders, Managers, Departmental heads and
Potential performers can participate in

Corporate Commando retreat. This is a wonderful
opportunity to use as a business development tool also. You can motivate
your key suppliers, customers, employees and business associates by
sponsoring them into this initiative.
Do you want to see a team of value creating

Corporate Commandos in your organization?
Participate in our next retreat... Don’t miss...
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